We apply the Adomian decomposition method to a power-law problem for solutions that do not change the sign of curvature. In particular we consider solutions with positive curvature. The power series obtained via the Adomian decomposition method is used to estimate the shear stress parameter as well as the instant of time where the solution reaches its terminal point of a steady state. We compare our results with estimates obtained via numerical integrators. More importantly we illustrate that the error is predictable and can be reduced without further effort or using higher order terms in the approximating series.
Introduction
Due to its interesting mathematical properties and huge number of applications, the problem of non-Newtonian fluid flow has attracted attention from a large number of researchers. The most commonly used model for non-Newtonian fluid mechanics is the Ostwald-de Waele model with a power-law rheology. The value of the power-law index = 1 corresponds to a Newtonian fluid, while > 1 describes a dilatant or shearthickening fluid and 0 < < 1 describes a pseudo-plastic or shear-thinning fluid. The corresponding nonlinear thirdorder problem is the following:
subject to 
where the primes are derivatives with respect to . To simplify notation let = , = , where these are referred to as the similarity variables of the problem. Equation (1) can be written, for positive curvature solutions > 0, as
where solution domains with = 0 are ruled out for > 2. (Those domains are naturally ruled out since the problem is solved until the solution reaches its terminal state = 0 at, say, = .)
Earlier studies of this problem date back to the work by Blasius [1] where he considered the case where = 1. Existence and uniqueness of similar power-law problems have also been studied by Guedda and Hammouch [2, 3] , Nachman and Taliaferro [4] , and Zheng et al. [5] to mention a few. In particular, in [5] the authors studied the problem with identical boundary conditions to the ones considered here but with coefficient equal to 1 on the second term involving in (1) above. Their approach, however, enabled them to obtain bounds on an important parameter, the skin friction coefficient, in addition to proving existence and uniqueness. They compared their results to numerical estimates to illustrate their accuracy and it was observed that their bounds (upper and lower for skin friction) were very close for large so that an accurate estimate can readily be obtained by taking, for example, the average of those two bounds. We will not be able to compare our results to theirs directly, however, due to the coefficient on the second term in (1) above which somewhat changes the "dynamics" of the governing equation and its solutions (even though the deviation may be small for some smaller values of ). Howell et al. [6] studied the problem in the context of momentum and heat transfer. In [7] the authors, Chen et al., considered boundary layer flow of an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. Their setting required two additional terms in the equation involving and ( ) 2 explicitly, but with slightly different boundary conditions. They proceeded to utilize Crocco variables and the Adomian decomposition method (ADM) to obtain approximate solutions to the problem (in the Crocco variables domain) as well as estimate the value of the skin friction coefficient and they illustrated the accuracy of their findings. Further numerical and approximate solutions can be found in [8] [9] [10] [11] , for example.
Existence and uniqueness were established for the exact current problem at hand in [12] where all possible values of the power-law index were considered and it was assumed that ≥ 0 (or ≥ 0). In [13, 14] one finds extensive discussion of the general theory of non-Newtonian boundary layer flow fluids including the physical derivation of the power-law problem. Lastly we note that in [15] a unified equation governing positive and negative curvatures for non-Newtonian power-law fluids was derived and analytical solutions were obtained.
In Section 2 we derive the first few terms in a power series expansion (using the ADM) for the solution to the problem and use those terms to approximate the solution where our approach will help in obtaining estimates not only for the shear stress parameter but also for the instant of time , where the solution virtually reaches its terminal point, where ( ) = 1, ( ) = 0, within 10 −4 . In Section 3 we compare our results to numerical estimates obtained via numerical computer integrators.
The Series Solution
To find the power series solution to our problem we utilize the Adomian decomposition method: observe that the solution satisfies
where the condition (0) = 2 replaces the condition at infinity and where
is an operator, where = 3 / 3 is the operator applied to on the left hand side of (3) as [ ]. Now expand in an infinite series of the form = ∑ ∞ =0 . The decomposition method is based on substituting this series for into (4) above and extracting the terms out one by one by a linearization process of the operator. In particular, 's are obtained via
where the 's are referred to as the Adomian polynomials and are given by
and where we have skipped writing
2 / 2) = 0 from 2 . This in turn yields the explicit expressions (with 0 = + 2 and using = 2 ):
Proceeding into finding 1 , 2 , 3 via (5) we obtain 11! ) . The solution must go on to 4 , 5 , . . . , and so forth. We take ≈ 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 as an approximate solution (which turns out to yield high accuracy relatively speaking, in approximating shear stress) and use it to estimate the values of the shear stress parameter as well as the instant of time where the solution virtually reaches a constant velocity, namely, , where ( ) = 1, ( ) = 0. (More precisely and using the current notation is the minimum value of > 0 such that ( ) = 1 and ( ) = 0 and where the last two conditions hold for all ≥ .)
Numerical and Series Estimates
Using the series in the previous section as an approximation to the solution of the problem one obtains the following estimates for the initial curvature at = 0 (also referred to as the shear stress or vorticity parameter): namely, = 2 as well as . We compare our results (referred to here as "series") with those obtained from numerical MATLAB integrators which are anticipated to have high accuracy (referred to here as "numerical"). We expect future works will obtain results using other numerical schemes and methods. Table 1 shows results for = 1.5 whereas Tables 2 and 3 show results for = 2.5 and = 3, respectively. We observe that for values of < 1 the estimated values of the shear stress parameter are quite accurate (especially for values of closer to 1), as long as stays close to = 2, where the equation reduces to a linear equation.
The ranges we considered here for and are very practical which signifies the current results. On the other hand, while the estimation of the values of may not be as significant as that for the shear stress parameter we list two observations: The needed accuracy for is not as acute/crucial as that for in applications so that our estimates are considered relatively accurate. Secondly the error in is one sided; it is an underestimate for = 1.5 while it is an overestimate for = 2.5 and = 3. Therefore a correction can be simply done. The same observation holds true for the values of shear stress parameter for = 2.5 and = 3. In fact, for = 2.5, adding 0.004 to each estimated value of will ensure an error of less than 0.001. On the other hand, for = 3, adding 0.0083 to each estimated value of will ensure an error of less than 0.0018. This shows that our approach proves highly accurate as the predictable error provides means to significantly improve the estimates without further/added work and effort. For = 1.5 the estimated values for are, relatively speaking, very accurate. It is also noted that the error increases with decreasing so that the error can further be reduced by looking for a quadratic or higher order interaction between the error and to further reduce the error but we leave the details of this analysis.
Lastly observe that for a wide range of ≤ 0 the error can be singled out as staying virtually constant: an observation that can help in reducing the error, with virtually no effort, to practically almost 0 once it is determined for one or two measurements for each value of interest of .
Conclusions
The Adomian decomposition method was used to obtain approximate series solution for a power-law problem that has recently been studied in literature. The approximate solution was used to obtain estimates for the shear stress parameter as well as the time to reach terminal point/solution . It was noticed that only four terms of the infinite series were sufficient to obtain high accuracy for a certain very practical range of the power-law index . A crucial observation in this context is that the error in the measured parameters is predictable which makes it possible to significantly reduce the error with virtually no effort. This is a peculiar phenomenon which we conjecture to apply to many other power-law problems of non-Newtonian fluids.
